Chikakoʼs Zerology human Seasonal
analytical study information

This knowledge is useful for your life! Zerology can determine human life
span from your birthday. The chart can tell by yearly, life time (1 cycle=72 years), era
(144 in one cycle), monthly, daily, hourly of your season.
This computerized advanced technology life style can loose the sense of four season. In the winter,
you can be only T-shirts with heater on, you can get supply by internet. In the summer, you do not
feel hot if you have AC on. The night time still has Neon light all night. The day time, you can be in
complete dark room. This fast pace life style chasing one to next forgotten to rest and stop, or the
food are provided all year around not much of season harvest. Though human senses loose to feel
your seasons.
In the Zerology, you will know what will support you and not for each season includes direction,
color, foods, flower and plants, travel destination, relationship karma, charm, action and
more.
After you know the season of Zerology for you or/and others,
* you will find your childrenʼs, parentsʼ, bosses, co-worker, classmatesʼ or close oneʼs
nature habit and relationship karma.
* Easier relationship because you have different perspective.
* you can understand what to do to be productive, or when to act, which direction, what color, to
whom.
* Why this relationship is this way....
* Where will be the best result to succeed this goal.
* Your compassion level is so deep, you will not get upset to self or other much as before.
* Easy to forgive self and other
* you will not take personal as before
* you can see what is going on more out of box
* you can analysis your relationship with fun
* you can be calmer.
* you will not falling into negative pattern as usual.
* you have courage to make change
* you feel more confirmation to your decision.
Letʼs understand who you are by Zerology!
The first, find your element and Zodiac animal from your D.O.B.
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The winter (Unexpected, 0/Rooting, and Clean up)
It is the key to “Try not expect much, try to be patient, appreciate and respectful”.
The Winter is begin with feeling of sudden coldness from
nature. When you wake up in the morning, the cold air comes
around your neck, your body become tense for defensive
reaction. There is snow outside, your car is in under the snow,
very unexpectedly. You start looking for where the cold air is
coming into your space. If there is
blizzard outside, you will read book or
cooking, writing letter, or contacting
friends instead of going out skiing.
The season of the winter for human life is the same, like unexpected
event and become sensitive and start looking for something negative
cause. It is very important to continue doing what you are doing, or do
what your friends (who care about you) or boss are suggesting you. It is
NOT time for moving or changing job by your decision even getting unexpected relationship,
UNLESS it is order from other (like boss asking to go different branch to work, or the renter is
asking to move out). It is time to “study your life, though it is time to study academically as well,
because if you study hard and focus on academic, then you will not make a time for negative. You
may not be recognized, or feeling like betray because your work is all about rooting/underground
work. The end of the winter is always “clean up, or detoxing” includes room, house, yard, storage,
drawers, relationship as well with respectfully. It is easy to start something new, because your chart
are heading up, rooting is done enough to able to grow bud, but the bud are still under the ground,
better to be patient and wait till spring comes. The “clean up season is so easy to feel quitting,
moving, rough, short, though put in your mind “patient and respect”.
The spring (Cultivate, Growing and Decision)
It is the time to be active!
The spring is cultivating season, the bud is finally appears on
surface which means your action become recognized. The farming is
time for cultivating time. Letʼs forgiven whatever happen in your winter
season (includes yourself), letʼs move forward. It is the time to be
active. Many people ease to feel resting because the spring weather
feels so soft and warm, there is the time to rest in future, till then you
need to active. The growing time, you may have growing pain as
human been, it is the same as human life, you may have challenge,
but the challenge will be fertilize you. Make connection, meet and
contact people. Through the challenge, you will also meet your helper, too. The end of spring
comes with decision making. You going to your deep inside, and find what you want to do truly, and
honest to yourself. This decision making time, other things may happen which you may letting go
bravely the things you start during winter season if there is. If you gain financially in the winter
season, you also spend wisely before the summer season come for your blooming fertilize.
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The summer ( Recoup, Blossoming, and Transformation)
It is the time for blossoming, the key to “summer” is “Set back and rejuvenate first, though
you have power to fully blossom! The key word is “Be polite and professional”.
You worked your best to cultivate, and made clear decision from
your heart, then it is the time to recoup yourself which you set back
and/or rest is good idea.
When the plants grow, and it makes decision naturally which makes
only flower and which makes fruits, not all flower makes pumpkin,
some flowers are only for blossoming, some has baby pumpkin at
bottom of flower. The farmers even thinning out to make perfect one.
When the hot summer comes, you will not go in the sun without
preparing, or sometimes you only goes out certain time of the day.
The human life is the same way, after you made decision, you set back, rest and recoup yourself. It
is the important season for that, because if you work hard as the spring season, you have no energy
for hot summer (your blossoming season). When the summer comes, all your action will be appears
more because the sun shine you, just like you have spot light focusing on YOU. You be cautious to
be polite, respective and professional. You know what is your goal is. If you are not achieve
(blossoming) as you want, then you be polite and adjust your action and relationship. After flower
die, it is not the end. The petals are brown and dead, plants are transforming to seed, fruits for next
generation/year. As human being, it is easy to loose identity, because you are not flower neither
seeds, though you can be so lost, or floating or carry over the pride to be flower. This is the time for
make sure you grounding and try to focus to make your seeds for following year.
The Autumn (Reopen, Harvest, and Fulfill)
It is the time for harvesting, the key to “the autumn” is “complete making seed for next
circle, enjoy the harvest and fulfilling, and then prepare and
store for the winter season”.
As flowers were blossomed, and plants are dying, because it is
focusing to create the seeds or fruits for next circle. This is the
season for recheck and reconsideration what kind of harvest you
receive. It is also the time to enjoy your harvest. In the late autumn,
you also need to put seed underground ready for winter and spring,
which means for humans, we need to store food (and financially as
well relationship) for the winter surprise. For the relationship, It is
very important to show your deep appreciation.
If you do not see your harvest this time, then you still have chance to address your action and
attitude to reconnect and recognize your true value. It is the last season before the winter. Please
remember the story of Aesopʼs Fables “ants and grasshopper”. Grasshopper never listen
suggestion of other during nice fall weather, ate all food and never store it for the winter. As human
life is the same, you can be very narrow mind, and forgot to listen and rest on their own laurels. In
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Step 3. You know the element and each season.
Last thing, you study each Zerology zodiac animal.
Each animal has charactalistic nature, direction, time and month, color, body part
represent.
Step 4. You study enough information, then Now, you need to observe the personʼs
saying, doing and habit.
When I learn Zerology, I understood, and then my teacher told me that “observe and
you will understand the nature of each person, each human being is the part of nature.
If the each human understand own season, and element nature, the respect and
understand to self, can lead to deeper compassion and forgiveness to other, the result
of it, makes much easier relationship and fun and less stressful life.
If you like to study, or get reading please contact (+1 for US) 808-987-6622 or e-

mail <academyofsmarttherapy@gmail.com>

Learning of Zerology
Beginner level
6 months process. Once a month face to face class, during the 6 month,
you have assignment by each class,
You will receive the special tool to figure element and animals by birthday.
You will learn
* Basic of each element positive / negative side.
* How to find your life purpose, this life time nature, this life time karma.
* What is the conscious about money.
* What is the value of each element.
* Each elementʼs strong / weak body part and sickness.
* to understand each Zodiac animals
* how to uses color, goods, plants or crystal in right timing and right
place.
* to understand how the direction work for each element.
* how to use productively each season.
Cost of learning beginner course is 2,500$ It is includes the manual and
tool, 6 face to face classes / each 3 hours. 6 months follow up for
assignment.
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Advanced level
6 months process. Once a month face to face class, during the 6 month,
you have assignment by each class,
You will learn
* Each element positive / negative side deeply.
* Human relationship Karma.
* 6 elements yin/yang Feng Shui
* Zodiac animals and each element relationship
* Eight Baguaʼs relationship with Zerology.
* Deeper understanding of the value of each element.
* Different effect each season to different life purpose. Find behind
meaning of each seasons.
* Deeper understanding each Zodiac animals
* Relationship with each star and animal.
Cost of learning Advanced course is 2,500$ It is includes the manual
and tool, 6 face to face classes / each 3 hours. 6 months follow up for
assignment.

After you take both course, you are able to take instructor course to
become Zerology professional analyst. You will study many case
study.
* how to read other “many case study”
* how to become “professional Zerology analyst.”
If you like to teach, you need to be Zerology analyst for at least 2
years to make experience, and become teacher.
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